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MILITARY HOP TOMORROW NIGHT
'36 Summer
School Will
Open June 8
Education Dean Will Be in
Charge of Clemson Summer Session Again

Rapid Progress Is
Made On Buildings
Construction got well under
way on Clemson's new dormitory last week as unexpected
relief from the inclement weather of the past month permitted the crew of PWA workmen to go about their labors
unhampered.
The tennis courts have completely disappeared beneath the
onslaught of the steam shovels
and laborer's picks and the
foundations for two of the four
structures have begun to take
shape.
More governmental red tape
has developed to slow the
building of the new ag hall but
college officials are hopeful
that construction can begin
within the next two weeks.
It is the hope of the administration that at least two of
the four units of the dormitory
will be ready for occupancy
next fall.
No estimate has
been made on the time needed
to complete the ag hall.

BASKETEERS DOWN Heads Exposition
WOFF0RO20T019IN
LAST MINUTE RALLY
Kitchens Pulls Match Out
of Fire with Long Shot
in Closing Seconds

PALMETTO CHAMPS

A follow shot by Sophomore Ki
chens with only twelve seconds re
maining to play gave the Tiger c?
ENDS JULY 18
ers a 20-19 victory over the Woffor
Terriers before a frenzied crow
From an announcement made reSpartanburg last night.
cently by Dr. W. H. Washington,
STAGE COMEBACK
Dean of the School of Vocational
With four minutes left and the
Education and the Summer School,
Bengals trailing, 16-19, Pennington
it was learned that the tentative
and Kitchens were returned to tht
dates for the Clemson Summer
W. E. COPELAND of Lauline-up, and these two forwards com
School of 1936 will be June 8 to
rens who is chairman of the
bined to give Clemson its margin of
July 18, with a possibility of an adcadet committee in charge of
victory.
»
ditional six weeks in Agricultural
plans for the annual EngiThe
game
was
featured
by
close
Education.
neering-Architecture day to
guarding by both clubs, and there
VARIED CURRICULUM
be held here soon. Copeland
were
very
few
shots
under
the
basTemporary provisions have been
promises one of the most
ket.
Pennington of Clemson and
made for instruction in English,
complete and varied exposinderson of Wofford tied for indiEducation, Organic Chemistry, Ations ever held on the camvidual honors with six tallies apiece.
gronomy, Elementary
Education,
pus.
This was the Tigers last scheduled ,
Typewriting and Shorthand, Mathegame of the season before they'
matics, Woodwork, High School
journey to the conference meet next
Electricity, Vocational Electricity,
week. The victory left the Bengals '
History, and Physics. Other subNew Army Officers to Re- with an unblemished record of seven |
jects may be added to this list.
victories ant' no defeats in the state.
port for Duty Here
FACULTY UNNAMED
The Wofford yearlings defeated
Although the teaching personnel
In June
the Clemson Rats 38-25, in the pre- Collings Honored by Being
has not been announced, it was
learned that this year's faculty will
According to information received liminary attraction.
Listed Among Nation's
in all probability be the same as in from the War Department today,
Great
the regular summer school of last Majors David E. Barnett and Rusyear. At present, officials are unde- sell F. Walthour are to relieve MaDr. Gilbert H. Collings, son of
cided on the matter of providing a jors Joseph H. Hinwood and Louis
Mrs. Helen T. and the late T. J, ColD. Hutson, now on duty here.
(Continued on page two)
lings of Crewe, Virginia, and assoBARNETT WELL-KNOWN
ciate professor of Agronomy in the
Major Barnett is well-known in
local Department of Agronomy, will
this section, having served a tour of
be listed among the outstanding men
Engineering-Architecture
duty with the 327th Reserve Regiin America in the 1936-37 issue of
Day Chairman Elated
ment in Greenville, S. C. A native
"Who's Who in America" it was anOver Progress
o£ South Carolina, Major Barnett
nounced here early this week.
graduated from Clemson College in
POPULAR PROFESSOR
W. E. Copeland, chairman of the
1915 with a B. S. Degree. While
Dr. Collings is among the most
Court Martial Trial Demon- on duty in Greenville, he was a fre- committee in charge of the annual popular young professors on the
strated by Members of
quent visitor on the campus. He Engineering-Architecture Day to be Clemson campus. He is a graduate
Senior Army Classes
graduated from the Infantry School held here March 27-28, announced of V. P. I., received his B. S. degree
this week that plans for the affair in Agriculture there and later takin 1921.
k
Last night the Senior advanced WALTHOUR PROM ALABAMA are rapidly going forward.
ing graduate work there and at the
ROTC students gave a very impresVARD3D EXHIBITS
University of Illinois where he reMajor
Walthour
is
now
on
duty
sive program in the college audiThe exposition this year will be ceived his M. S. degree in Agronomy
torium in which the moot general with the 34th Infantry at Fort centered around a number of varied
From 1918 to 1923 he was conGeorge
G.
Mfeade,
Maryland.
He
is
court-martial trial was demonstratexhibits pertaining to recent engin- nected with the South Carolina Exa
native
of
Alabama
having
graduated to the senior class and the memed from the Alabama Polytechnic eering developments. Complete re- periment Stations at Clemson, after
bers of the student body.
Institute, Class of 1916. He graduat- plicas of famous engineering projects which he was transferred to a full
MANY TAKE PART
will be featured and a number of time teaching position, assuming
Twenty-six students took part in ed from the Infantry School in 19- working models of recently develop- complete
responsibility
for
all
the exercises in an effort toward si- 22. The two officers are directed to' ed scientific apparati will be on dis- courses in soils and cotton offered
report
for
duty
prior
to
June
30,
mulation of the actual trial of a case.
play. The majority of the exhibits at the institution. Four years later
The program was outlined and car- 1936.
are to be constructed and operated he was promoted to the position of
OFFICERS TO KANSAS
ried out under the supervision of
by the students of the departments Associate Professor, which position,
Majors Hutson and Dumas of the
Both Major Hinwood and Major of the school. The architectural together with acting head of the
regular Army personnel.
Hutson have been detailed as stuj department will hold a large art
(Continued on page two)
The procedure was carried out in dents at the Command and General exhibit, featuring student drawings
regular form from beginning to end. jlStaff School, located at Fort Leav- as well as outside collections loaned
ROAD WORK AIDED
The charge and specifications were enworth, Kansas. They will depart for the occasion.
made by the president of the General for their new stations in the late
BY GOOD WEATHER
Other activities centering around
Court-Martial and after all the evi- summer.
►
(Continued on page eight)
The recent clear weather has perdence was given and the jury chargmitted the South Carolina Highway
ed the final decision was read.
WELL ATTENDED
Department to complete preliminary
The exercises were well attended
operations on the campus road runby members of the student body.
ning between Third Barracks and
This was the first program of its
the Calhoun Mansion and the thorBy Uncle Wilkie
kind ever given in the college audioughfare is once more open to the
concerning the proper uniforms for public.
torium by members of the Military
An important factor in the success
TO BE TREATED
Department in an effort to arouse of any military organization is its formations can be readily noticed.
The stretch of road beginning at
more interest among the students in system of communication. During However, the communication experts
have yet to penetrate to the college's the Main Building, running by the
such matters.
military operations battles are fought
last outposts—the wings of first and post office, the engineering building
and men are killed to prevent the
third
barracks, where live Clemson's and back to Third Barracks is to bej
line of communication from being
FROSH YMCA GROUP
forgotten men.
surface treated soon and preliminary
broken;
engineers
advance
the
line
CONVENES TUESDAY
As far as the cadets who room top-soiling operations have made the
to the farthest outposts, the remotin the wings of these barracks are
The Freshman Council, instead of est frontier. At Clemson, the com- concerned, the Guard Room bell street impassable for the past week.
The surface-treating will be done
munication
system
in
the
immediate
holding its regular Monday meeting,
might as well never ring and the
enjoyed Tuesday evening as guests vicinity of the Guard Room is well Bugle Corps might just as well dis- gradually and in small sections so
of the "Y". A short meeting was established. In second barracks, and band, for neither bells nor bugles that the majority of the road will
held in the clubroom at which E. D. certain sections of the other bar- can be heard on this last frontier. be open at all times. Completion of
Wells, member of the Y cabinet, told racks, the Guard Room bell and the You can time the formations fairly the work, which includes complete
something of Blue Ridge, the sum- various bugle calls are easily heard. accurately by using your "ole ladie's" curbing and guttering of the campus
road, will be completed in the early
mer conference of the YMCA lead- The bulletin board is within reasonspring.
»
(Continued on page two)
able distance and announcements
ers in the South. »

Barnett, Walthour
Are Ordered Here

Clemson Prof to
Rate Who's Who

GOPELAND PLEASED
WITHOPOSmON

SENIOR OFFICERS IN
MOCK MURT TRIAL

Guard Room Board Succeeds In
Making Mess Of Many Matters

Regimental
Sponsor To
Be Elected
Scabbard and Blade to Sponsor Gala Ball; Another
Dance Saturday
MANY TO ATTEND
One of the year's most colorful
events, the selection of the honorary Cadet Colonel will take place tomorrow night amid an atmosphere
of military splendor. The choosing
of the Honorary Colonel, which is
an annual feature of Clemson's Military Ball, will be conducted by a
committee composed of Major and
Mrs. Hutson and M)rs. Hinwood.
The young lady chosen for the honorary position will act as regimental
commander at the third annual
Moonlight Parade which will be
held later in the year. »
GRAND MARCH FEATURED
Immediately preceding the selection of the Honorary Colonel, the
colorful grand march to be led by
Colonel Williams and Miss Mary
Smi*'i, will be held. Amid decorations featuring the military motif,
the couples present will form and
march under the line of crossed sabers.
This elaborate ceremony including the selection of the Colonel,
(Continued on page two)

FINALS TO FEATURE
PROMINENT FIOURES
F. H. Jeter and J. M. Pressley to Address Graduates on June Third
ONE CLEMSON GRAD
Announcement was made early
this week by Administrative officials
of the college that the annual graduation exercises will be held June 1,
2, and 3.
»
The final exercises for almost two
hundred seniors will feature addresses by two of the most prominent
young business men in the south.
Both have gained wide recognition
in their respective fields of work.
CLEMSON GRAD
Frank H. Jeter a graduate of
Clemson in the class of 1911, is now
located at North Carolina
State
College with the North Carolina Extension Service. He is also Agricultural Editor for the North Carolina Experiment Station and the Extension Division. He will deliver the:
annual address to the members of.
the senior class.
\
BACCALAUREATE ADDRESS
The Baccalaureate Sermon will be
delivered by the Rev. J. M. Pressley, pastor of the A. R. P. Church
at Chester. Rev. Pressley is one
(Continued on page eight)

By Their Words
Most men do not regard a scratch
as a love caress>
—Taylor.
I have marched as many feet as
any other officer in the United
States Army.
—Ramsey
Wise cracking has no especial connection with intelligence.
—Brearley
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Summer School
Honorary Colonel
SPRING WEATHER AND CONSTRUCTION
Sad Blow Struck
Selected at Ball
By Wrigley
CAUSE MANY TO CONSIDER MOVING To Start June 8
Cadets Build Dream Castles
In Thin Air; New
Buildings Cause
PRO AND CON

'

Out of a clear blue sky it came.
No more tennis.
They even cut
down the old pine tree. Ditches
were dug to the resounding metallic
notes of the ringing picks and shovels; and overnight a thing of beauty
began to blossom.
Twas inhuman to declare "off
limits" at such a time when the longawaited construction of the shelterhalf s was beginning. For the first
several days jupe Pluve kept many
ardent admirers indoors and consequently only the outside occupants
of the sling were afforded the pleasure of overseeing the initial ground
breaking.
Came spring. There was a general flocking toward the vicinity of the
construction and many "Oh's" and
"All's" issued forth upon first sight
of the network of trenches. Despite
the fact that there isnt yet enough
above the ground level to warrant
this tale, many would-be dwellers
have already moved into their
"dream castle."
There was quite a bit of discussion
at first among several of the brethren as to the advantages of the
various sections of the rooming
houses. The northwest exposure
has its advantages in that it would
afford full view of all athletic clashes while at the same time increase
the man's "wanderlust" by presenting
a Blue Ridge haven of rest directly leeward. Another not-to-be-forgotten advantage lies in the fact that
it will be no trouble at all on gala
weekends to be lulled to sleep by
melodious strains emerging from the
nearby field house, while faint fairy
forms flit before your eyes from out
of the western horizon. J
Yet that particular location would
catch a more concentrated blast in
wintry seasons than would the southwest area. There is the possibility
jr*' of lightening the load on next year's
new boys by the installation of a
trolley system leaving this south section and terminating in the well
known dry cleaning, laundry, and
sock ripping emporium. It has not
yet been fully decided by the roomers whether the "queens" would be
willing to cooperate with the fresh
men and start the wash on its homeward journey or not.
The last location would be on the
eastern side near the present barns.
The main disadvantage in this is the
fact that "Dr. Rock's" northern lights
will eternally pester the occupants as
they beam forth from the Cotton
Club on the hill. This textile center will certainly have to get togethwith the boys before next fall and
arrange a "lights out" time for their
neon tubes.

Clemson to Hold
Dairying Projects
Important Studies To Be
Made Tuesday by Dairy
Department

(Continued from page one)

Show Schedule
Thursday, Feb. 27: "The
Merry Widow", with Maurice
Chevalier and Jeanneatte McDonald.
Friday, Feb. 28: "Hands
Across the Table", with Carole
Lombard and Fred MacMurray.
Saturday, Feb. 29: "Anything Goes", with Bing Crosby, .Ethel Merman, and Charlie Ruggles.
Monday, March 2: "Here
Comes Cookie", with George
Burns and Gracie Allen.
Tuesday, March 3: "Every
Night at Eight", with Alice
jc^aye and Jack Raft.
Wednesday, March 4: "Charlie Chan in Shanghai", with
Warner Oland.

program for emergency teachers, as
was done last summer.
OFFICIALS OPTIMISTIC
A number of inquiries have already been received regarding the
Summer School, and indications are
that there is a general interest
throughout the state. Provisions for
Clemson students to take back work,
or to take advanced work is anticipated by the Summer School authorities,
y
CATALOG IN MARCH
According to Dean Washington,
the official Summer School Catalog
will be issued sometime in late
March. Those Clemson students
who plan to attend this school are
asked to file application at >once in
Room 28-B Main Building, giving
indication of the course they wish to
study, in order that due attention
might be given every course desired
in the preparation of the catalog.

Who's Who Lists
Local Professor BULLETIN BOARD IS
(Continued from page one)
Agronomy Department in 1930, he
has held the position to the present
time.
ATTENDS RUTGERS
In 1924 he secured a leave of absence from his duties at Clemson in
order to continue his graduate studies at Rutgers University. This institution conferred upon him the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy the
following year. The results of Dr.
Collings' research work on agronomy have received widespread recognition.
AliSO IS AUTHOR
The first college textbook on cotton "The Production of Cotton" was
written by Dr. Collings in 1924. Last
year, the college text, "Commercial
Fertilizers—Their Sources and Use"
written by Collings appeared for the
first time and since that time has
been adopted by many of the leading Agricultural Colleges in the
United States. Dr. Collings is now
working on a text which will be
published within
the next
few
months entitled, "Cotton Fiber Production in America."
Dr. Collings is now making an extensive study of, and working on a
monograph of the soils of Piedmont America. He is a member of
the American Association for the
Advancement of Science; American
Society of Agronomy; American Association of Soil Survey Workers;
South
Carolina
Academy
of
Science; International Miteilungen
fur Bodenkunde, and a life member
of the Pendleton's Farmers Society,
one of the oldest farmers' organizations in America.

CONFOSIONCENTER
(Continued from page one)

watch or any available clock; however the Guard Room clock is quite
a precocious instrument and keeping one's watch in time with it usually requires three or four settings
a day. This results in your either
going down too soon and being obliged to stand around reading the
bulletin board or the dance list till
you know them by heart, or appearing on the scene a trifle too late and
breaking all existing records for the
hundred yard dash to ever make the
formation. There is a rumor going
around that either buzz or electric
bells are soon to be installed in
strategic positions so that the occupants of Clemson's "last outposts"
will be better notified of various formations, classes etc. If this plan is
really carried out, it will result in
a marked improvement
in the
promptness of formations, and the
promoters of the idea will receive
the heartfelt thanks of the forgotten men of Clemson.
The problem of notifying cadets of
the proper uniform is also a communicating task which needs adjusting. Throughout the winter months
the posting of notices stating that
macks will be worn on certain days
and blouses on others is quite sufficient. However, in weather like
this, it will not be an uncommon
thing during the next two months
for the cadets to be notified via the
bulletin board to wear macks in the
morning, blouses for chapel, macks
for dinner, and shirts for the afternoon. Letting cadets in the remoter
parts of barracks know of these
Health is the first of all liberties, changes is really an important job,
and happiness gives us the energy for the distance from these parts of
which is the basis of all health.— barracks to the Guard Room is too
/far to make a mistake. Nothing is
Amiel.

(Continued from page one)

A sad blow has been struck
the corps of cadets. The recent visits of Miss Speer with
her crisp dollar bills have created havoc with many a wellordered meal and have soldi
many a package of chewing
gum. On her promises to return sales have stayed up for
two weeks and the ceaseless
movement of jaws bespeaks the
success of the campaign.
But Bliss Speer will come no
more and neither will her dollars. A letter received today
by the business manager of
r
TIGER from the district
manager o" the Wrigley Compaiiiy in answer to a request
ifor an ad for the college paper
announced that the advertising
campaign had moved on to
North Carolina, never to return to these parts again.
Solace is offered by the Adams chewing gum company,
however.
They have been
sneaking in the mess hall of
late and leaving free samples
of their product beneath each
plate, bless their hearts.

will be followed by the Senior NoBreak.
JUNGALEERS TO PLAY
Distinctive dance rhythms will be
presented by the Jungaleers. The
orchestra, under the capable leadership of Jim Farmer, has gained tremendous popularity in college dance
circles. During the summer, Clemson's brilliant musical aggregation
completed a successful European
tour. Their brilliant repertoire and
distinctive style assure an evening
of true musical enjoyment.
TWO DANCES HELD
The series of dances will consist
of the Military Ball sponsored by the
local company of Scabbard and
Blade, to be held tomorrow night
and an informal dance sponsored by
Tiger Brotherhood, to be held Saturday night. In an effort to create
the true military atmosphere, the
Central Dance Association has announced that no tux are to be worn
to the Friday night dance, which is
formal. The regulation mess jackets are permissible, however. The
following price list has been anmore disheartening than to cheerful- nounced :
CADETS
ly start for classes in shirt sleeves
and after going down three flights of Friday night—$1.00
steps and walking the "length of Saturday night— .75
barracks, to read, "Macks For Block ticket—1.50
OUTSIDERS
Classes—O. D." Incidentally, it is
»
rather discouraging to have a com- Friday—$1.25
pany, through no fault of their own, Saturday—1.00
report for dinner formation with Block—2.00
half the members wearing blouses
and the other half shirts.
A partial solution to the problem
will be achieved if the O. D. is enabled to post the proper uniform,
particularly for dinner and drill, in
time for the cadets to get the inforThe pledge period for the four
mation without making frantic rush- new members of Gamma Alpha Mu,
es to the guard room at the last honor English fraternity for writers,
minute. Someone has even suggest- ended last week as the new men
ed that since we already have "mail laid aside the giant pen-staffs they
orderlies," wake-up orderlies, etc., had been carrying in token of their
perhaps certain company command- membership.
>
ers will find it wise to appoint "uniThe new members of Gamma Alform orderlies" to make periodical pha Mu are Joe D. Kinard of Ninevisits to the bulletin board and run ty-Six, Ben T. Lanham of Edgeup and down the halls loudly an- field, Jack Floyd of Greenville, and
nouncing the prescribed clothing.
J. D. Brown of Clemson, S. C. Kini
ard and Floyd are seniors, Lanham
Let your life dance lightly on the is a junior, and Brown is a graduedges of Time like dew on the tip ate member of the staff of the exof a leaf.—Rabindranath Taore.
tension service.

Pledge Period of
Honor Frat Ended
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Pemberton Gabardines, $25.00, any style—
Greys, Browns, or Blues

9

New Friendly Five Shoes

»
&

Juniors and Seniors, Use Your ROTC Credit,
and dress your best.
SEE

HOKE SLOAN
FOR SPRING STYLES
ATV ATW ATV A*A

"t^A

S. F. McCAW. MANAGER

It was announced here yesterday
that a one day school for dairy farmers in the surrounding territories taagmaagiaEEiBKMaMaaM&iHaaa^
is to be conducted here next Tuesday under the supervision of Professors J. P. LaMaster, E. C. Elting
and C. G. Cushman of the Extension
Division.
►
INTERESTING PROGRAM
PHILADELPHIA
The program is scheduled to bebegin at 10:30 in the morning and
continue throughout the day, and Bfltffl<Droffl<P<B<Bfflffl«>raPTOaKB^^
will be held at the new dairy barn
at Clemson. The program will consist of various talks, discussions, and
demonstrations by Professors LaMaster, Elting and Cushman.
All studies will be clearly illustrated by specially arranged charts
AH Type Crystals Fitted
and exhibits, and according to C.
G. Cushman, the study is the most
FREE EXAMINATION
comprehensive by the dairy department.
Your Patronage Appreciated

HERES THE FRIEND

Clemson Uniforms are Made By
WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, Inc.

EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING

Quality provides that satisfaction
which comes only from good work
well done.—Elwood E. Rice, LL. D.
As an actor, I am a good singer.
—Nelson Eddy.
»
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Y. M. C. A. TEA ROOM
Short Orders
Regular Meals
Parties
Banquets
GOOD THINGS TO EAT

1f

PAUL FEINSTEIN
Bleckley Bldg.
CLEMSON, S. C.
9t. UrflUrtC.ta*,

r
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YMCA Officers For Next Term To Be Elected Soon
University Group
Features Vespers

Track Captain

Dean McGinty Named to Executive NEW OFFICIALS TO
Committee of Danf orth Foundation

Tennessee Delegation Is Led
by Ralph Frost; Several Meetings

Ag Official Honored by National Fellowship
Organization

INTERESTING LECTURE

TO MEET SOON

Last Sunday night a delegation
representing the University
of
Tennessee was in charge of the
program at the regular Sunday
afternoon services in the Y auditorium. This same group was in
charge of a similar
program
given in the afternoon.

Announcement was
recently
received at Clemson that Dean
R. A. McGinty of the School of
Agriculture and acting Director
Of the South Carolina Experiment Stations has been appointed
as an Executive eommitteeman
on the fellowship program of the
Danforth Foundation Movement
for next year.

FROST IN CHARGE
This Deputation team was under the leadership of
Ralph
Frost. General Secretary of the
Young Men's Christian Association at the University of Tennessee. The group consisted of four
students of the University and
Mr. Frost.
STUDENT WORK DISCUSSED
The outstanding events of the
two programs delivered at Clemson were the talks given by the
students on the Deputation team
in which the work of the Y on
the Tennessee campus was discussed and the two talks on
Christian students in action in
the world today and on the campus of the colleges and Universities of the United States.
MEETS WITH CABINET
Following the program Sunday Bight the group gathered in
clubrooms of the YMCA where
Charlton Commander, president
of the local organization was in
charge of an informal discussion
group on the types and phases
of work being carried on the
campus of Clemson and the University of Tennessee.
DEFT CLEMSON MONDAY
The group remained on the
Clemson campus until Monday
-nToTn-mr -ueiovti leaving lor their
return to Tennessee. While here
they visited some of the more
historic spots cfi the Clemson
campus and some of the classrooms,
i ;| :ij
i

" ''

Mac Folger, roaring Tiger
football star who was this
week elected to the captaincy of the '36 Bengal track
team. Folger was outstanding last season in the hundred and two-twenty yard
dashes.

BRENAU WINTHROP
TO GIVE PROGRAMS
HERE FOR VESPERS
Next Sunday afternoon a delegation representing the Young
Women's Christian
Association
at Brenau College will be on
the Clemson campus to deliver
the two regular Sunday Vesper
programs.
SEVERAL GIRLS COMING
The group will be headed by
the general secretary of the YWCA at Brenau college and the
Deputation team will be composed of several girls from that
instituton.
|
AVINTHROP ALSO COMING
On the Sunday following :the
Deputation" ""Te^Ih~Troin~VvJrhtnTOSr
College will be here for similar
programs.
The team is under
the direct leadership of Miss
Eliza Wardlaw, General Secretary of the Winthrop YWCA .

Leads March

BE NOMINATED AT
Y VESPER SERVICE

Nominating Committee Offers Five as Candidates
for High Offices
.
COMMANDER TO RETIRE

Last Sunday night, R. C. Commander, president of the local Y,
made the official announcement
of the nominations of the men
who are to run for election as
officers of the oragnization for
next year. The newly elected ofPOPULAR DEAN
ficials are to take over their new
Dean McGinty has been conduties the first of May.
nected with the college for a
SIMPSON, WELLS NOMINATED
number of years and has gained
The following men have been
A. M. Williams of Colummuch popularity on the campus
announced
as nominees for the
bia, cadet colonel 'and capand throughout the state. It is
officers for next year: W;. M,
tain of Scabbard and Blade,
a distinct honor to Clemson that
.Simpson of W'illiamston and E.
national honorary military
he has been selected to serve
D. Wells of Savannah for presileadership fraternity, the oras one of the five Executives in
dent; the loser in this race will
ganization
sponsoring tothis international movement.
run with C. A. Gray of Williamnight's Military Ball.
WilThis Foundation started in
ston for vice president and the
liams will lead the grand
19 29 and for the past seven conloser in this event will in turn
march under an arch of
secutive years has sponsored a
run with W. M. Rogers of Greencrossed sabres with his date,
leadership training school
and
wood
for secretary and treasurer,
Miss Mary Venetia Smith of
camp which is attended by reELECTION SUNDAY
Columbia and Agnes Scott
presentatives of the agricultural
The election of these officers
College.
colleges of thirty-six of the more
to succeed the retiring officials
outstanding State
Agricultural
will take place at the regular
Colleges in the United States.
Vesper services at the Y SunFor the past six years fellowday, March 1. The nominating
ships have been awarded to recommittee extends the privilege
presentatives of Clemson.
to anyone who so desires to subCAMP PURPOSE
mit any other names as nominees
for the above officers any time
The group usually meets in
St. Louis in August and after Southern Conference Tour- before the election Sunday night.
NOMINATING COMjMITTEEE
a four weeks leadership training
nament to Be Best in
The nominating committee apcourse there, the delegates are
Many Years
pointed by the Executive officials
given an opportunity of spending
of the local YMCA headed by P.
two additional weeks at Camp
W&L FAVORED
B. Holtzendorff, General SecreMiniwanca on Lake Michigan for
tary, consists of M. C. Chapman
a period of observation and study
The Clemson scheduled basket- and W. K. Lewis from the stuThe object of the camp is fourfold: dealing with the develop- ball season came to a close last dent body at large; O. L. Gurment of the physical, mental, night at Spartanburg when the ley and W. A. Lee from the Senreligious and social sides of life. Tigers met Wofford, and now the ior Council and R. C. Commanteam is pointing for the South- der and R. W. Cureton from tha.
—raer cliliiiiii"itfee -Tyo^Tftrtfe
McGinty has been named a mem- ern conference tournament to' be YMCA Cabinet.
ber is used principally to out- held in Raleigh March 4, 5, & 6.
line the programs and consider 6.
Pairings for the tournament
and establish policies connected
will be made this Saturday, as a
with the programs.
committee composed of Ed Cameron, Duke Coach, Gus Tebell of
Virginia, and Dr. Sermon of
North Carolina State meets in U.N.C. Takes Hard Fought
Charlottesville while the boxing
Game from Clemson
tournament is in progress. UnIn Closing Seconds
doubtedly, Washington and Lee
and N. C. State will be seeded,
CUBS LOSE
as they have made the best records this season. The eight
With only a few minutes left
teams with the best records are
invited to participate, and these to play in the extra period, Earl
are: North Carolina, defending Ruth sank a goal from just inside
champions, Duke, W & L, V. P. the foul line to give North CaroI., Clemson, N. C. State, Mary- lina's White Phantoms a one
point, 3 5-34 victory over the Tigland, and Virginia.
ers for the second time this seaEVENLY MATCHED
son in a hard fought game at the
The tournament this year Is field house Monday night.
i
composed of more evenly matchSMOOTH AGGREGATION
ed teams than it has in a long
North Carolina presented the
time, and promises many close, smoothest and quickest passing
hard^fought victories. Although team seen here in many a season,
W & L has won all its confer- and it was only doggedness on
ence games so far this season, its the part of the Bengal team that
margin of victory has been too kept them in the fray. In Mcslim in some cases to prophesize Cachren, all conference guard fw
a championship for the Generals. two years, the visitors possessediSpectators of the tournament a guard whose defensive ability
will be afforded an opportunity was hard to beat. ■ He was ejectto see many of the best perfor- ed from the game late in the final;
mers in the South in action. period, and his absence was sore1^
North Carolina boosts a roster of ly missed.
players that includes McCachren,
KITCHENS HIGH SCORER
all conference guard for two seaFor the Bengals, the work of
sons and often mentioned for All Kitchens, substitute forward, was
American, Melvin Nelson, high by far outstanding, as he followscorer last season, and Mullins, ed one shot after another to keep
flashy forward. Spessard, elong- his teammates in the running.
ated center who has been one He captured scoring honors for
of the three leading scorers this the evening with a total of 12
year, Her, long shot artist, and points.
The defensive play of
Heath,
sophomore
sensation, Tom Brown stood out for the loshave been giving W&L oppon- ers.
ents trouble all winter. In Berry
The Tiger yearlings lost to the
Dalrymple, Flythe, Aycock, Worn- Asheville high school team, 26-21
ble, and Dixon State has six de- in a preliminary game.
pendable men that can compete
with the best in ths section.
Cease to inquire what the future
CLEMSON'S CHANCE
__ I has in store, and to take as a gift
The Tigers have anything but whatever the day brings forth.—
a slim chance, and they are go- ■ Horace.
»
ing out to win. Coach Davis re- '
L_
in
marked the other night that his j SBrown, Pennington, and
boys have done everything that j Spearman will be playing their
pipefuls of fraa team can do in a season, so he i final games for alma mater, so
grant tobacco in
thinks that they should be in I they are expected to make one
every 2-ounce tin
of Prince Albert
prime condition for the final go- last, supreme effort to win.

Pipe smokers glad they tried P. A. on
Money-Back offer!

BASKETEERS READY
FOR FINALTOURNEY

Tarheels Rack Up
Victory Over Cats
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DEVALUATING CLEMSON'S DIPLOMA

The initial step has been taken by the
junior class to secure a uniform overcoat
for the corps of cadets. There has been
talk of such a move for many years but
so far as we know this is the first time
that any definite action has been taken

Talk Of The Town

PROGRESS
You good readers, unless we
miss our guess, have already
sworn heartily and condemned
us to a fiery fate for taking
A committee has been organized to!such radical steps with your favthoroughly investigate every angle of the:orite
newspaper.
Probably
proposal.
The adoption of the newj1lttle.explanation is called for at
this time. The size, as you have
overcoat] will not mean the scrapping so
profanely noted, has been reof the present mackinaw; the short coat duced. The paper is cheaper
will be kept by those already possessing than that formerly used. But,
them as an approved, extra piece of by using unleaded type (that is,
reducing the space
between
equipment.
The recent epidemic of influenza and lines) we are getting about a

colds may be traced to insufficient cloth- the
£1"*paper
™°„re I!a*ins mf"er into
ing, a condition the proposed overcoat i reason for- the
That
was the pnme
change. The pawould rectify. The mackinaw now used per, even though cheaper, is bet
does not adequately cover the body, nor^er suited to the demands of
is it heavy enough to furnish complete newspaper and, believe it or not,
protection during the unusually cold wea- the printing is clearer than ever
before. After you get used to
ther experienced this winter.
It you'll agree, we hope, that the
Only through the cooperation of the paper
looks better. Right now
entire student body may this new project you're probably in a mood never
attain its goal. The junior class has taken to agree with us again on anythe initiative and it deserves high praise thing. There are a- number of
for the move. At class meetings, sponsor- other advantages having to do
ed by the junior committee, the classes to with the mechanical end of newspaper publishing which you probbe affected by the adoption of the new ably
wouldn't understand anyovercoat have been nearly unanimous in way. We didn't jump into this
expressing their approval of the idea. thing blindly and we believe the
Mere approval, however, is not enough. change was for the best. Please
Active cooperation by every man in col- reserve your judgment for a few
lege is needed to convince the uniform weeks and give us a chance before you start signing any petiboard and the board of trustees, both of tions
asking for our resignation.
whom must pass on the project before it We really think you'll Ike it afmay be officially adopted, that the corps ter the first shock wears off.
of cadets wants and is willing to pay for
TALK OF THE TOWN
an overcoat.
CORRESPONDENCE
We noted sometime ago the
Many men undoubtedly feel that they
did not have an opportunity to express strange letters that drift across
our desk. We received the first
themselves in the class meetings.
The one
yesterday, however, that acadet uniform committee is always open mazed even us. Radio station
for suggestions, either pro or con. Any WilS, Columbia, S. C, is sponcommunications will receive due consider- soring a college news broadcast
ation if addressed to W. K. Lewis, Jr., to start soon and wrote in askchairman of the committee, or to the ing for our cooperation. They
were writing to all the state colTiger. By expressing his honest opinion lege
papers.
On the list they
.and making constructive suggestions each gave their typist the Wofford paman may do much to aid the movement. peri The Gold and Black, was
—W. K. L. evidently written just above the

OSCMSK
.. That he is willing to offer oddsthaat nobody at the University of
Georgia's Military Ball thought Farrar Griggs was a battalion adjutant
despite the blouse he borrowed for
for the occasion.
OSCAR SAYS

.. that Hob Lee recently left L company and moved out to Cavalry and
that Capt. Mjkell didn't know until
he left that he had ever roomed on
his hall.
OSCAR SAYS

.. that there is probably a good reason why the boys have started calling P. Doggy Mnlone "Duty Bound."
OSCAR SAYS

..that Harold Lewis is becoming
one of the best customers the bus
lines have, not because he's got anywhere to go but because of the
chance acquaintances he makes.

EVERYONE IS COGNIZANT of the
ever increasing epidemic of cheating which
OSCAR SAYS
seems to have taken most of the leading
..
that
Oscar
recommends to diverSouthern colleges and universities far from
sion seekers Major Dumas' explanatheir relatively high scholastic standings.
tion of circumstantial evidence. It's
At Clemson this so-called "skinning" rackthe top.
OSCAR SAYS
et seems to be on a constant incline, in..that Lt. Couspr is to happy for
creasing among the students in their rewords now that he has discovered
spective classes from year to year. This
the new campus beaut.
has been evidenced by the concensus of
OSCAR SAYS
opinion expressed by members of the fa. .that for the benefit of all the ladies
culty and leading members of the student
who are suffering from illusions of
body.
boots and eagles he offers the folHeretofore, the honesty of the stulowing statement—there is only one
honorary colonel named per year.
dents has been taken for granted by cerOSCAR SAYS
tain members of the faculty and no move
..that
Page's
and Murphy's recent
has been made toward investigating the
appearance at the U. of Ga. can
Tiger
for
we
got
a
letter
addresssituation existing at Clemson by them. To
ed fo Mr. Golden Black Wofford, probably be explained by the busithe efforts of the local chapter of Alpha |
Q IM
ine (.Venison Ti'ge'r, Clemson, B. ness" (VillrH""reasons Dut that he has
o*>
JUIUOUSI nonorary agricultural fraC. and starting off "Dear Mr. a suspicion that there's some strongWofford." The letter was signed er tie binding together Kamp and the
ternity, the entire faculty and student body
By B. N. Skardon
by a Miss Helene Brownlee of boys. '
owes its whole-hearted support in sponOSCAR SAYS
Prom the Hornet we take this bit of news: the Program Department, and it
soring a movement to partially eliminate "A newspaper
in Nohas, Ark., took a straw vote was with an effort that we re- ..that Georgia's famed red-suspenothe present conditions at Clemson. This among the inhabitants of the hill region as to frained from addressing our re- ered governor' could probably make
movement is well worth recognition and who they would like for their next president. ply to Miss Helene Brownlee a pretty good run in this state if all
of the local lads who visited son
the members of the organization should Final tabulations showed Lincoln beating Garfield Program.
bv 3 00 votes with Teddy Roosevelt a close third' .
Talmadge's room at the recent dance
TALK OF THE TOWN
be highly commended for fostering it.
We are now inclined to doubt seriously that somewere allowed to vote.
CONDOLENCE
The Honor System has been tried at what trite phrase, "Time Marches On".
OSCAR SAYS
The
one
bright
spot
in
a
someCOLLEGIATE PRESS
Clemson but did not work.
With the
..that Stooie Campbell, acting on
what
hectic
evening
spent
in
The Pan-Hellenic dance series at Duke Unipresent existing attitude of the student
the advice of Bookmaker O'Leary,
versity last weekend was cancelled. This precau Greenville not long ago was is now about twenty dollars up on
body such a plan is still not suited for fcionary
measure was taken upon the advice of the story told us by Mr. Robert the ponies and that his latest tip is
Clemson. Therefore, some other means hospital authorities in view of increasing illness j Q. Glass, distinguished tippler,
at 20 to 1.
for elimination of cheating must be re- upon the campus Jimmy liimceford's orchestra and member of the X urman Straight Scotch
OSCAR SAYS
chapter of Delta Sigma Phi. Acsorted to in order to give all students an was signed to play.
cording to Mr. Glass, when the . . that he doesn't quite understand
—COLLEGIATE PRESS
equal chance in the classroom. The exact
It is estimated that Sweet Briar Library loses campus bootlegger died a few it; since they cut down on the size
policy being used by some of the other between $30 and $50 worth of books every year. eeks ago of a mild case of lead of the paper he is havin to write
Southern colleges will not be used at Clem- In the president's report it stated "guards were | Wpoisoning the members of his more crap to fill up less space. Noson, but a similar policy has been adopted placed at the doors of the reading room to prevent fraternity sellt a fitting floral thing about this paper makes sense
by the Alpha Zeta, and is to be strictly en- the unregulated withdrawal of books." This state- j oflerrng. it was a blanket of anymore.
OSCAR SAYS
forced. Under this policy, every student ment sounds rather bold for an exclusive girls pansies with four roses woven ..that Dowling has been mad ever
in
the
center.
Across
the
top
school.
in the corps is to play his part by refrain■COLLEGIATE PRESSwas a ribbon reading. "Why did since he failed to get mentioned in
ing from giving any information whatsoWrestling is being offered at Carolina as a lt have to be you Charlie?" Iti, connection with his illegible diagram
ever to his classmate during daily tests 3 credit course.. The course will take the place of was signed simply, "The boys." used as a vote against the Graham
Plan.
►
and examinations. If he fails to do this, the regular physical education class. We don't
TALK OF THE TOWN
this a "crip" course, but we think it's a lot
(Continued on page five)
both parties are liable to the punishment call
JINGOIST
of credits to be giving to he-men grapplers who
Mr. Joseph P. Lash, head of
set by the Student Council which is to be fume and sweat to pin a man to the canvas.
the American Student
Union,
the judge in such cases.
.COLLEGIATE PRESS
'
A columnist at Ohio State University re- just won't stop sending his slop- leaving that to our imagination
Cheating, like many other things, is
pily typed press releases to us, which somehow isn't capable of
based on cooperation, and to have cooper- quotes the Cornell paper which relates how a pro- in
spite of the fact that we never handling it at the moment. We
fessor
of
English
received
an
essay
which
had
ation, there must be a presence of two been copied directly from a book. The profes- did send the fee he requested to suppose all 350,000 strikers will
parties, one of which is a leader or sponsor sor announced that if the student guilty of plag- help pay for the expense of com- just stand around and shout, but
of the policy being adopted or practiced. iarism would see him after class, his name would piling and sending out his pacif- we think it would be much betists propoganda. If the rest of ter if they assembled in front a
At Clemson, the faculty is the sponsor of not be divulged.
When the class was over, he found five the weekly releases are as funny statue of Karl Marx and pouted.
the "skinning" racket and the students,
for him!
as the last one, however, we We haven't decided yet exactly
unable to control themselves, take advan- fidgety students waiting
COLLEGIATE PRESS
think we'll send him the dol- how we are going to handle out
tage of the opporunity placed before them
A student at a certain western university, lar as soon as we get our next local strike now that Mr. Lash
for using some unfair means of obtaining caught without a term paper one day, snatched ROTC check. This week he is has put us in chaTge of promotinformation on examinations. Some pro- one from his fraternity's flies, typed it, and hand- after us to help organize a stu- ing it. We thought for awhile
it in. It came back with an "A" on it and dent strike here on April 22nd of having the corps assemble on
fessors have left their class rooms during aednote
asking the student to see the professor.
as a part of the
nation-wide the small parade ground, under
an examination trusting the honesty of the
"Did you think that paper was worth an 'A'?" movement (Mr. Lash says that arms, and march around Bowstudents and the result of such an experi- queried the professor.
The student, thinking to charm the former there will be 350,000 partici- man field singing the "Internament was a round-table discussion. Thus,
with
a display of modesty admitted he had ex- pants) by which the Union in- tionale," but we decided to save
we assume, that it is not altogether the
One thing
tends to protest against the in- that for May Day.
pected
a "B".
fault of the student that such a condition
"Well, it's worth an 'A', see?" said the pro- creased military budget recently Mr. Lash is doing that we like
The ASU very much.
He has shoved up
exists at Clemson today.
fessor. "When I wrote it 15 years ago, it got a passed by congress.
No one is in sympathy with the stu- •C\ I'm glad to see that it has at last received boys are particularly irked over the date of the strike in order
the extensive appropriation for that it not conflict with the coldent who cheats himself out of an educa- its due recognition."
ROTC training and they intend leges' Easter vacation. He wanttion while in college, thus devaluating the
to have people walking out of ed to be sure that the students
diploma representing his Alma Mata, neiclass all over the country at 11 wouldn't be off showing off their
ther is anyone directly against it. This is looked and through the cooperation of the A. M. on April 22nd just
to show new clothes in celebration of the
J
evidenced by the attitude of the faculty student body and faculty the Alpha Zeta how mad a gQOd. libe ral can get resurrection of Jesus Christ inand student body. We repeat, the "skin- should be able to partially eliminate _it._ |He doesn't explain what they're stead of staying on the campus
-B. T. L. going to do after they walk out, to celebrate the passing of Mars.
ning" racket at Clemson has been over-
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SCOTTY'S
Steaks

Here's What Clever Students
Do
Get Your Work at The

YMCA BARBER SHOP
BAILEY & KAY

Meals

Oscar Says
(Continued from page four)
OSCAR SAYS

Short Orders ..that Col. Williams finally solved
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CLEMSON COLLEGE LAUNDRY

PROFS ENROLL
Basketeers Eke Out
Close 27-24 Win in Fast
Records show that, with the beginning of the second semester, 17
Game Thursday

OSCAR SAYS

fUMBERLANn

EBSB3SISHaS^KKBaBK&B^^

SEVENTEEN STUDENTS ENROLL
AT FIRST OF NEW SEMESTER
Men Sign Up for First
Clemson Wrecks NineTime;
Eight Are Old
Students
Georgia Bulldogs

the problem that was worrying Major Hinwood so much last week by
producing a laundry bag to prove
that the boys out in Cavalry have
Tiger
more than one pair of shoes.
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. .that Oscar suggests that, should
overcoats be adopted here next year,
the discarded farm blouses be sent
CUBS BEATEN
to shivering alumni who are finding
park benches a trifle chilly these
In a hard-played basketball
days.
game here last Thursday night,
OSCAR SAYS
the Bengals evened the count
. .that Vandiver Hortou got a very with the Georgia Bulldogs, as
nice letter from his girl telling him they sent the Athens crowd home
that she is coming to Military Ball on the short end of a 27-24 verwith someone else but that she is dict.
still a candidate for Hon. Col.
Georgia used its "shock" team
-OSCAR SAYSthe entire first period, and at the
.. that Oscar has a haunting fear that end of this time, the Tigers were
somebody will send one of the new ahead, 11-3. The Tigers retainBlue Key directories down to Bessie ed this lead throughout the final
Tift and the poor post office officials period; although fresh Bulldogs
here will die from overwork.
were ushered into the fray in an
OSCAR SAYS
attempt to quell the Tiger attack
.. that even Troutman, veteran soKitchens led the scoring for
cialite that he is, ought to have the winners, while Johnson was
known that C. C. would figure out the big gun for Georgians.
sooner or later why he was leaving
In a preliminary game, the
the floor with her competition so Georgia
Frosh
defeated
the
often.
i
Clemson yearlings.

students have been added to the enrollment. Of this number, nine are
just beginning their college careers,
while eight are former students of
Clemson who have returned to resume work.
Students new to Clemson are: W.
. Martin, Jr., James Theodore, and
F. P. Simpson, all of Greenville, S.
C.; W. B. Mosley, Savannah, Ga. ;
K. R. Pajari, Brookland, 'N. Y.; J.
H. Reynolds, Charleston; J. E. Switzer, Roebuck, S. C.; E. M. Watts,
Piedmont, S. C.; J. L. Winstead,
Easley, S. C.
Former students of Clemson reentering at midterm are: J. C. Clyburn, Lancaster, S. C.; H. R. Copeland, Lamar, S. C.; O. L. Johnson,
Newberry, S. C.; Obed McMillen,
Saluda, S. C; C. F. Middleton, Jr.,
Charleston; B. F. Thomas, Jr., Fairfax, S. C.; J. W. Williamston, Hamer, S. C.; Z. G. Willis, Spartanburg.

O 1936. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N . C.

For Digestion s Sake—smoke C^amels

•

I

Smoking Camels Found to Ease the
Strain and Promote Weil-Being
Life gets more complex. The pace
grows faster. Where do we see the
effects? Frequently on digestion, so
often overtaxed by the busy whirl!
It is significant that smoking

And now we come to one ofmodern life's most
gracious privileges—dining at Keen's English
Chop House in New York...famous gathering place of those who enjoy good living.
"We've noticed that patrons who appreci-

to turn to Camels yourself. They
have a mildness that never grows
tiresome. Make the pleasant experience of smoking Camels part
of your daily life, and see how much

been established us a

more zest ye>3U liayc for smoking mitt

definite aid in promoting good
digestion. You'll find it worth while

how your digestion is measurably
improved. Camels set you right!

ate fine foods also appreciate fine tobaccos,"
says William, of Keen's. "Camels are a favorite here. We've noticed that our guests who
smoke Camels during and after meals seem
to find more pleasure in dining."
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Holtzendorff Installs Additions
To Show Equipment; To Aid Sound

TIGER SWIMMERS
DEFEATED^ DUKE

Wide Range Sound System
to Be Introduced in
Local Theatre

Whose Dance Is
This?

MANY IMPROVEMENTS

The TIGER is still waiting
to see whether or not there
will be a senior private's nobreak at the Military Ball tomorrow night. Scabbard and
Blade, sponsor of the dance,
says no. The Senior Private's!
Club says yes. The Central
Dance Association says it
hasn't heard 'anything either
way.
The Ball is the high spoe
in the military year and is
sponsored by Scabbard and
Blade, honor frat for senioi*
officers. Some weeks ago the
senior privates suggested in a
spirit of jest that they be
given a no-break in recognition of their non-achievement.
The idea spread and the boys
began to get serious about it.
The military frat has ignored;
the clamor.
THE TIGER'S representatives have found the situation stymied. Every interview brought forth, a different
answer. Results at tomorrow
night's hop should be interesting.

Blue Devils Win by 44-39
Score; Durban High
Scorer with 10
Points

PHYSICAL DIRECTOR
PLANSJFOR SPORTS
FIELD DAY SOON

The intra-mural sports program
for the second semester has been
announced by Fred Kirchner, Y
Physical Director, and the starting dates are as listed below:
iWalcu 2—Ifeiup^oiliJixip' Co-lir-pany Basketball Tournament
(Preceded by 4 months of
practice games,
1 practice
tournament,
15
basketball
squads organized, 300 practice
games have been played and
425 students have participated.)
March 2—Bowling Tournament
March 2, 3 and 4—Life Saving
Course for Examiners, Donald
W. McLeod, A. R. C. Representative directing this work.
March 18—'Freshman Volleyball
Tournament
March 25—Handball Tournament
March
27—Company
Softball
League (Around 350 games
will be played with 600 or
more participating)
April 8—Badminton Tournament
April 9—A. R. C. Life Saving
Courses and Classes for NonSwimmers
April 10—Ice Cream and Cake
Race
April 15—Golf Tournament
April 15—Archery Competition
April 27—Tennis Tournaments
April 27—Horseshoe
Tournaments
May 5—Company Softball Tournament
May 12—First Battalion Swimming Trials
May 13—Second Battalion Swimming Trials
May 14—Third Battalion Swimming Trials
May 15 Regimental Swimming
Meet
May 20—May 21—Regimental
Field Day
He who will be great must collect
himself; only in restriction does the
master show himself.—Goethe.
Rare indulgence produces greater
pleasure.—Juvenal.

Nationally Known Instructor
To Give Aid to Interested
Cadets
McLEOD IN CHARGE

TIGERS WIN FIRSTS
According to an announcement
by Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, Gen-(
Despite the fact that
Clemson
eral Secretary of the local YMCA,
swimmers were first in six of the
work is to begin soon on the renine events, Duke's tankmen managpairing of the motion picture proed to accumulate enough points to
jectors and auditory mechanisms
nose out the Tigers, 44-39, at Durof the Y Picture Show.
ham last Saturday afternoon.
MANY IMPROVEMENTS
Durban of Clemson scored 10
Some of the renovations which
points to win individual honors. He
are to take place are: replacetook the 220 and the SO, and also
ment of all parts in the sound
was a member of Clemson's winning
equipment of movietone amplifier;
400-yard relay team.
*■
substitution of the large movieSUMMARY
tone flywheels with a newer and
Diving: Fletcher, Clemson; secmore sensitive type; and a modiond, Stroke, Duke.
fying of the present main ampli220-yard free style: First, Durban,
fier to produce a higher quality
Clemson; second , Colson. Duke;
with more output.
third, Wilson, Duke. Time 2:39. f
WIDE RANGE SOUND
300-yard medley relay: Won by
The replacements in the proDuke . (Dailey, Ginsberg, Kurtz).
jection room and behind the
Time: 3 ;36.7.
screen will result in a wide range
400-yard relay: Won by Clemson
sound, which is considered fat
(Little. Farmer. Goodson, Durban).
superior to the present sound
Time: 4:45.
system used by the local YMCA.
200-yard breast stroke: First DailAll of the above additions are
ey. Duke; second. Dein, Duke;
an achievement of the Bell Telethird. Heikkila, Clemson.
Time:
phone Laboratories, and are to
2:40. 3.
v
be installed here by The Electrial
150-yard back stroke: First, McResearch
Products,
Inc., 'New
The great felicity of life is to be Hugh, Clemson; second, Ginsberg.
York, a subsidiary of the Westwithout perturbation.—Seneca.
Duke; third, Jones. Duke.
ern Electric Company.
50-yard dash:
First,
Durban,
Mankind are always happier for Clemson ; second; Deemer, Duke;
having been happy; so that if you third, Bacot, Clemson. Time 26.2.
make them happy now, you make
440-yard free style: First, Wilson,
them happy twenty years hence by Duke; second, Colson, Duke; third,
the memory of it.—Sydney Smith.
Hunter, Clemson. Time 5 :50.4.
Kirchner Announces Spring
Schedule for Intramural
Activities

LIFE SAVING EXAM
TO BEMARCH24

Conference Threat

The good right fist of Rubber Dawson, Tiger lightweight flash, last week flattened another in a long
series of K. O.'ed opponents.
Dawson is ending his third
year on the varsity boxing
squad and is conceded excellent chances in the conference battles to be fought in
Charlottsville this week-end.
When the soul breathes through
a man's intellect, it is genius; when
it breaks through his will, it is virtue; when it flows through his affection, it is love.—Emerson.
What sweet delight a quiet
affords.—Drummond.

According to an announcement received by Professor M. E. Bradley,
Chairman of the local Red Cross,
Donald W.
McLeod,
nationally
known instructor of life saving and
water safety methods, will be on the
campus March 2, 3, 4. to give Red
Cross Life Saving Examiner instructions. The examinations will be held:
at the local YMCA pool. All examiners who desire to renew their certificates and all Senior Life Saving
men wishing to secure certificates
are urged to see Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff at once concerning registration
and further particulars.
NOTED INSTRUCTOR
Mr. McLeod. a graduate of Syracuse University and the Syracuse
College of Business Administration,
is a swimmer of note, having held
the Central New York swimming;
championship for several years. For
ten years he has been actively interested in all phases of Scouting and!
camp waterfront work, and is himself an Eagle Scout. During the
past four years, he has organized
classes and taught first aid at Camp
Rotary, Auburn, New York.

life

The most magnificent sign of wisdom is a continual cheerfulness: her
100-yard dash: First, Bacot, Clem- state is like that of things in the
son ; second, Kurtz, Duke; third, regions above the moon, always clear
Kraushaar, Duke. Time: 61.6.
and serene.—Montaigne.

LUCK1ES-A LIGHT SMOKE
*1

Copyright 1936, The American Tobacco Company
Excess of Acidity of Other Popular Brands Over Lucky Strike Cigarettes
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Recent chemical tests show* that other popular brands have an excess of acidify over
Lucky Strike of from 53% to 1001
'RESULTS VERIFIED BY INDEPENDENT CHEMICAL
LABORATORIES AND RESEARCH GROUPS . . .

Over a period of years, certain basic advances
have been made in the selection and treatment
of cigarette tobaccos for Lucky Strike Cigarettes.
They include preliminary analyses of the tobaccos selected; use of center leaves; the higher heat
treatment of tobacco ("toasting"); consideration
of acid-alkaline balance, with consequent definite
improvement in flavor; and controlled uniformity
in the finished product.
All these combine to produce a superior cigarette—a modern cigarette, a cigarette made of
rich, ripe-bodied tobaccos—A Light Smoke.

Tiger Service
Station

-"IT'S TOASTED"

TEXACO PRODUCTS
Prompt Efficient Service

•

Your throat protection — against irritation —against cough
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From The Press
Box

BOXERS LOSE BENGAL TANKSTERS
ATHENS MEET

LOSEJO FLORIDA

By W. R. Cheves

Well it seems as if the Clemson coaches and alumni have agreed on a "watching, waiting"
policy regarding
the Graham
plan. The way we interpret this
is that we are supposed to sit
hack and wait for developments,
while at the same time be on the
watchout for an opportunity to
bounce into the Southeastern conference. We
believe that we
have sufficient
friends in the
other organization to warrant our
adoption. Geographically speaking, we belonged there in the
first place.
INTRA-MURAL
Although we are against the
Graham plan, wc do believe that
it might prove helpful to intramural sports at Clemson, as our
present program is inadequate.
Our present system does not placa
enough emphasis on this bi-anch,
recreation is at the Y. This situation could be remedied if reconstruction would be resumed^
on our incompleted field house.
The last we heard, money was
pledged for this project by the
alumni, but whether these pledges were paid or whether enough
money was pledged we never
have heard. However, we are
looking forward to the day when
this spacious field house is finished, and we hope that day won't
be far off.

*

I

SPRING FOOTBALL
We were out on the football
field the other day watching the
boys go through their first scrimmage, and they looked pretty
good. It was an ideal day for
football—far better than any day
last fall.
"Net" Berry seemed
to have lost little of his ability
as a ball-carrier, and his side
had no difficulty in running over
its opposition. He also completed a perfect 30-yard pass to Don
Shuford for one touchdown.
"iStump" Black was enjoying the
whole thing, as he smeared one
play after another. There were
several gridders from last year's
Rats who were showing up well.
All in all, it looks as if we will
have a good season next fall—
if the Graham plan doesn't take
its toll.
BASEBALL
Baseball talk has followed
close on the heels of this balmy
weather that we have been having lately, and it shouldn't be
very long before Coach Neely
calls out all aspii'ants. We noticed Bill Croxton and Ed Heap,
limbering up their ole throwing
arms the other day in anticipation of successful seasons. Heap
remained out of school last year,
but he could do tricks with that
"ball his sophomore year. His
return will bolster the Bengal
nine considerably, as, except for
two inflelders and a pitcher, the
championship Palmetto nine of
last Spring has returned intact.
HERE AND THERE
"Shot" Pennington, T. 8. McConnell, and "Nigger" Shore are
the only athletes in school who
have won their block "C" in
three sports . . . Clyde and Harry have won this award in foothall, basketball, and baseball,
while T. S. made his in football,
boxing and track . . . Bob Carter, versatile trackster, has been
keeping in shape for the coming
track season by playing basketball . . . Bob participated in the
low and high hurdles, high jump,
and ran the relay last year, and
he expects to try the pole vault

Dawson, Murray, and NathGators Barely Nose Out Vicans Win Bouts for Locals
tory Over Tigers 43-41
As Georgia Wins
In Local Pool
HENLEY DRAWS
The University of Florida swimmers barely nosed out a 43 to 41
The University of Georgia was
victory over the strong
Clemson
vindicated for the defeat administer- team in the local pool Tuesday aftered them a few weeks ago in Tiger- noon. The meet exhibited an array
town by winning an eight match of the South's best college swimcard from Clemson at Athens last mers ; state record times were betSaturday night, 4 1-2 to 3 1-2.
tered in several events.
HENLEY DRAWS
CLEMSON'S
REUAY SPARKLES
The outcome of the match was in
The combination of Little, Bacot,
doubt until the final decision, with
Georgia leading 4-3, "Red" Milton, Goodson, and Durban, Clemson re
Bulldog heavyweight, battled Cap- lay team, won the 440 yard free
tain Cliff Henley to a draw in three style, the time being six seconds betfast rounds. It was a match of ter than the S. C. state record.
Collins, of Florida, was high
give and take with two good men
scorer with a total of eleven points,
swapping blows.
winning the 150 yard backstroke,
KNOCKOUT FOR CLEMSON
Little "Bubber" Dawson came the 220 yard free style, and swimthrough in his usual fine style, bat- ming a lap of the relay. "Slim"
tering Stevens to a third round Goodson won the 440 yard free
knockout.
Radutzky,
Georgia's style in a decisive manner.
THE SUMMARY
shining light, won a technical knockout over Jones of Clemson. In a
440-yard breaststroke: Barry (F)
previous match Jones fought Radut- first, Quixley (F) second, Carnes
zky to a draw.
(■
(C) third. Time 2:57.
THE SUMMARY
150-yard back stroke: Collings
119 pound class:Barrow, Georgia, (F) first, McHugh
(C)
second
won decision over Williams.
Peek (F) third. Time 1:53.4.
129 pound class: Murray, Clem60-yard dash: Durban (C) first
son, won decision over Epperson.
Bacot (C) second, Skipper
(F)
139 pound class: Dawson, Clemson third. Time 31.5|
knocked out Bill Stevens in the third
440-yard swim: Goodson (C) first
round.
Quixley (F) second, Barry (F)
149 pound class": Radutzky, won third. Time 5:51.1.
technical knockout over Jones after
100-yard swim: Bacot (C) first,
one minute of second round.
Meatyard (F) second, Little (C)
159 pound class: Nathans, Clem- third. Time 59.6.
son, won decision over Winston.
220-yard swim: Collins (F) first,
169 pound class: Bailey, Georgia, Durban (C) second, Goodson (C)
won decision over McConnel.
third. Time 2:20
179pound class: Isenberg, Georgia,
300-yard relay won by Florida.
won decision over Kissam.
Time 3:34.
Heavyweight class: Milton, GeorDiving: Sewadski (F) Fletcher
gia, and Henley, Clemson, fought,
(C) Skipper (F).»
to a draw.
*

Sport Summary
With only tournament competition remaining before the
Tiger boxers and cages pack up
their paraphernalia, swimming
is the only sport that remains
on the Clemson calendar. Basehall, track, golf, and tennis
are not far off, but it will be
a month or so before actual
play begins.
Tiger athletes suffered disastrously last week; however
the final standings found the
boxers and basketeers on top.
STANDINGS
WON

Basketball
Boxing
Swimming

LOST

TIED

15
6
0
4
11
13
0

this season . . . "Teddy" Bocelli
didn't fight against Georgia last
week, as he is trying to lose
weight, so he can fight in the 119
class in the tournament . . . .
"Bill" Bryce was the only man
to hold Spessard, W & L, sophomore center, to less than ten
points this season . . .He only
scored nine times against "Hungry" . . . "Red" Pritchett, reserve end, has been switched to
a guard berth during the spring
sessions . . . Bob Jones, welterweight, didn't seem to think so
much of the idea of his seconds
throwing in the towel for him in
the Georgia fight . . . "Hawk"
Troutman is proving a valuable
assistant to Neely in spring practice . . . Tom Brown says if he
is feeling right that the basketball team will win the tournament . . . Here's to you, T. I. . .
—W. R. C.

-SHOESany of you requiring narrow widths or
I can ord^r just
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to get them
I have a large stock of shoes in the ordinary
♦f widths and arches made by BONA ALLEN at
♦ $3.00, $4.00, and $5.00.
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SIX BOXERS WILL REPRESENT
TIGERS IN CONFERENCE BOUTS
Plays Last Game

CIsmson Fighters Will Attempt to Wrest Title
From Virginia
DUKE BIG THREAT

<§

DAD BROWN, smashing
Tiger football and basketball
star who will shoot his last
basket in the Southern Conference tourney next week.
Brown is one of the most outstanding guards in the Southern loop.
How singular is the thing called
pleasure, and how curiously related
to pain, which must be thought to
be the opposite of it; for they never
will come to a man together, and yet
he who pursues either of them is
generally compelled to take the other.—Plato.
The image of men's wits and
knowledge remain in books, exempted from the wrong of time and
capable of perpetual renovation.—
Bacon.

The tenth annual Southern Conference boxing tournament which is
to be held at University, Virginia,
will be participated in by sixty or
more college fighters coming from
eight schools.
Tigertown will be represented by
six ring artists, and Coach Bob
Jones has high hopes, for the Tiger squad is made up of men of proven worth.
Captain Cliff Henley, with his persistent aggressiveness and knockout
punch, stands with the best, and
Clemson enthusiasts are eagerly anticipating a heavyweight crown for
him.
Bocelli, who has been fighting featherweight in dual meets, will
enter in the bantamweight division
Clemson's best bet is" Dawson who
has gone undefeated throughout a
season of first class competition and
who will uphold Clemson in the
lightweight division.
Virginia, defending team champions boasts a well rounded squad of
light men, being represented in every
weight. Other well-balanced, strong
teams are Duke, Maryland
and
North Carolina. The Blue Devils,
with a series of knockout artists
from lightweight to light-heavyweight, offer a potential threat. N.
C. State, South Carolina, V. M. I.
and Virginia Tech will be represented.
Clemson men who will enter are:
Bantamweight: Bocelli »
Featherweight: Murray
Lightweight: Dawson
Welterweight: Jones
Senior welterweight: Nathans
Heavyweight: Henley:
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Two cadet names posted at 4 o'clock each day—
If your name appears you are our guest—Your
favorite drink at our Soda Fountain FREE
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SPEAKS OVER
Sikes Announces
Plans Announced SIKES WAIM
AT MEETING
Finals Speakers
For Exposition Dr. E. W. Sikes, president, last
night delivered an address before
the Anderson Kiwanis Club and
(Continued from page one)
the program was broadcast
over
Station WAIM during the monthly
the annual exposition will include dinner meeting of the club held in
a dance series presented by the Cen- the Calhoun Hotel in Anderson.
OTHER FEATURES
tral Dance Association and a fulldress parade. Throngs of outsiders
One of the most outstanding feaare expected to be on the campus tures of the program during the afternoon was the singing of the Barduring the period.
Several prominent engineers and aca Quartet of the First Baptist
architects will be asked to deliver Church in Anderson. The program
addresses during the course of the sponsored last night by the Anderson
show.
A number of sound news- club was a part of the movement
reels taken on the campus will also being carried on by Kiwanis Internationalism.
be shown at various times.
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(Continued from page one) *
of the most prominent yo.ung ministers in South Carolina and it is an
honor for the graduates
of
the
class of 1936 to have him as a
speaker.
The annual commencement exercises this year will include, aside
from the regular features, a dance
series and a number of class reunions. This follows out the same
plan
outlined last
year.
Other than this there will be a number
of Alumni meetings and the National

MILITARY FRAT TO
BANQUET ON FRIDAY

Lee Is Appointed
Texas Supervisor

The local Chapter of Scabbard and
Blade, sponsors of tomorrow night's
(Military Ball, will hold a formal
According to an announcement
banquet in the college dining hall
tomorrow night at 7:00 o'clock for made early this week by Dean H. H_
fraternity members and their guests. Willis of the School of Textiles,
Toastmaster for the occasion will Professor R. L. Lee, Assistant Probe A. M. Williams, cadet colonel fessor of Textiles has been transand captain of the Clemson chapter ferred from his duties at Clemson
of the national military leadership to Supervisor of the Cotton Testing
fraternity.
Laboratories at Texas A & M ColAn intermission party will also be lege at College Station, Texas.
held on the campus for the frat
members and their dates.
The master-key to knowledge is
: to keep asking questions.—Abelard>
Alumni Meeting which is to be held
at Clemson this year during the
The future is a world limited by
graduation exercises.
ourselves.—Maeterlinck.
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